Necessity is the excuse for every infringement on human freedom. It is the plea of tyrants. It is the credo of slaves."

William Pitt

"The greatest enemy of peace is force and wrong." Ancient Maxim of Law
"Every time in history that this has happened, there's ALWAYS a moment when the fear fever breaks
and the hysteria suddenly burns itself out...I don't know if the recent wave of business and religious
persecution, the unlimited home detention orders and the demonstrated hypocrisy of those who ordered
them signals that moment. But every shop keeper who defies these petty tyrants, every parent who
confronts their school officials, every person who refuses to submit to this dysfunctional dystopian
world created by the 'lock down left' brings us one step closer to that turning point.
It can't come soon enough."
Tom McClintock, R-California

To all Town of Taos, County of Taos and State of New Mexico Public Servants,
Notice to Principal is Notice to Agent – Notice to Agent is Notice to Principal.
The following is an exercise of my 1st Amendment Right to free speech. The Supreme Court of the
U.S. has declared that such 'an exercise of a right cannot be deemed a crime." Consider this an
extension of my "CLAIM OF RIGHT", filed with Taos County Recorder, 1/21/2020, Record
#000441872, Bk 1038 pg 276-287. (courtesy copy attached)I am herein activating my Fee Schedule
with reference to any interactions which may now occur with any and all agents; men and women;
acting in various capacities of the Town, County or State government services corporations with
reference to the exercise of this right. In light of this NOTICE, it may be in your best interest to inform
your boots on the ground that Taosenos' and New Mexican’s 1st Amendment Rights to share
information with residents and business owners is Constitutionally protected activity. Their safety is at
stake. YOU are responsible for their actions since YOU are claiming the political and enforcement
power(in error) to have them enforce the herein referenced unconstitutional ‘mandates.’ You are acting
unlawfully and criminally.
Further, you would do well to concede us our right(s) to engage in this protected free speech. It doesn't
matter how many "Karen's" call with needless hysterical concerns about a contrived threat that our
exercise of our right to assemble in public ‘maskless’ is of concern. Here are the facts. You are
criminally enforcing a War Crime statute regarding a contrived ‘emergency’ over a never been isolated
nor purified 'virus', with several known cures and a 99.9+% recovery rate. (more on that to follow) I'll
not mince words with you oath breaking public servants. I know beyond any shadow of doubt that
there is NO emergency in effect and all orders 'mandating' special requirements are nothing more than a
psy op being employed to bolster a coup.(more on that later too) We, the People have no obligation to
play nice with you petty tyrants anymore. Your cover is completely blown. We now know beyond any
reasonable doubt that you all are lying and gaslighting us all. This entire psy op is intended to instill a
fear which will silence us while you turn us over the Chinese Communist Party in exchange for the
rewards you have been promised. The masks are to signal our silence and consent to being ruled over
by tyrannical overlords. We will NOT be silenced. Your actions are reprehensible, treasonous and
criminal and constitute a War Crime under the Geneva Convention, the Lieber Code and the
Nuremberg Code. We, the People would be well within our rights to effect a citizen’s arrest upon any of
you on sight.

This is actually my 2nd letter to you miscreants. You have ignored the first and it's associated warnings.
We can assume since the propaganda criminal signage is still on display all around town, you are
choosing to deliberately continue on with this fraudulent 'health emergency' and continuing to enforce
thru terrorism the objectives of the far left enemies of America.
We, the People will hold you accountable. We promise you.
NO SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY
“The State of New Mexico is an inseparable part of the Federal Union and the Constitution of the United States is
the Supreme Law of the Land.”
Article 2, Section 1 of the New Mexico State Constitution
“All political power is vested in and derived from the People; ALL government of right ORIGINATES with the
People, is FOUNDED UPON THEIR WILL and is instituted solely for their good.”
Article 2, Section 2 of the New Mexico Constitution
“The People of the State have the sole and exclusive right to govern themselves as a free, Sovereign and
independent state.” Article 2 Sec.3.
“All persons are born equally free, and have certain natural, inherent and inalienable rights, among which are the
rights of enjoying and defending Life and Liberty, of acquiring, possessing and protecting property, and of seeking
and obtaining safety and happiness.” Article 2 Sec.4

"Neither the legislature nor any executive or judicial officer may disregard the provisions of the Constitution
with regard to any emergency...."
Ex Parte Milligan 71 US 2 United States Supreme Court, 1866

“...an emergency may not call into life a power which has never lived,”
Wilson v. New, 243 U.S. 332, 348 U.S. Supreme Court (1917)
“There is nothing more fearful than ignorance in action.” Johanne Von Goethe

We happen to know for a fact that the corporation calling itself "Town of Taos, inc. and , "County of
Taos. Inc." and "State of New Mexico Inc."… et al are all merely part of either the municipal or the
territorial government(s) of the “United States” corporation based in Washington D.C. Either way, you
are defacto - 'established in fact but NOT lawfully established.’ cases omitted. With regard to your
‘enforcement’ efforts outside of the 10 sq miles known as District of Columbia.
De facto Government – one that maintains itself by display of force against the rightful legal government and is
successful, at least temporarily in overturning the institutions of the rightful government by setting up it’s own in
lieu there of. (Black’s Law Dictionary, DeLuxe 4th edition. Pg 504.)

That means that the corporation that each of you work for is merely a territorial franchise of that parent
corporation, this is akin to a local franchise of a McDonalds or Burger King. McDonald's corporate
policies don't apply to it's customers. Hence, your 'mandates' are unenforceable, unlawful and therefore
constitute a tort upon our inalienable rights. You are nothing more than a spin-off franchise of a defacto government services corporation of limited jurisdiction run amok and each and every one of you

are actively perhaps even knowingly engaged in a coup against our lawfully elected government. None
of your offices have any Constitutional authority outside of the 10 square mile area called D.C. And
that, folks is a long way away from Northern New Mexico. Therefore, NONE of you have any inherent
sovereignty. Ergo, NONE of you possess any INDIVIDUAL IMMUNITY FOR YOUR CRIMES.
The true source of sovereignty is now and has always been in the We, the People. ALL political power
is vested in We, the People. This FACT of Law is established in both the Federal Constitution and the
Constitution for the State of New Mexico. Further, the 9 th Amendment to the federal Constitution acts
as a final safeguard for the People in the event that their government abuses their delegated authority,
as is the case now with both the local and State government here in New Mexico. They are completely
out of control and clearly under the control of foreign influences. We cannot sit and wait for the cavalry
to come riding in to save us. We, the People must act. Your collective actions, being a War Crime
require us to invoke our Right, as stated in the Declaration of Independence to throw off this tyranny
and establish an alternative government that best provides for our protection, well being and
preservation of our most precious rights which you have taken from us all under color of law.
We, the People are taking back our sovereignty.
VOTE OF NO CONFIDENCE
Knowing all this makes it very easy to declare, as I now do a vote of "No Confidence" in any and all
of your actions cited herein which lie outside of the scope of any constitutionally mandate services. You
do not represent me. You do not speak for me. You have NO authority over myself and no right to my
property other than that which you steal through intimidation, coercion or through the use of outright
violence. Therefore, i intend to utterly ignore you and your ridiculous unlawful 'mandates' and
encourage my fellow Taoseno's, New Mexicans and American Nationals to do the same. I will not
comply and I will defend my 1st amendment rights with my 2nd amendment right if it comes to that.
This tyranny shall not stand. I will encourage all Taoseno’s and New Mexicans to do the same. You
have evidenced yourselves to be enemies of the Constitution and of We, the People by such treasonous
acts.
TERRORISM IN ACTION, RIGHT HERE IN TAOS
18 USC 2331 (5):
Domestic terrorism is defined as activities that;
(A) involve acts dangerous to human life that are a violation of the criminal laws of the United States
or of any State;
(B) which appear to be intended
(i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population;
(ii) to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion; or
(iii) to affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or kidnapping;
Your illegitimate and treasonous use of force to compel the wearing of oxygen inhibiting masks is
known to cause physical harm and even death. Yet, you persist with this War Crime. Knowingly. The
agenda you are advancing is most aptly described as it was by Joseph Engels; ‘Social Murder’, which
is defined as “murder committed by the political and social elite where they ‘knowingly’ permit
conditions to exist where the poorest and most vulnerable in society are deprived of the necessities of

life in which they cannot reasonably be expected to live and will inevitably meet an early and
unnatural death.” How convenient for you despotic deceitful tyrants that when they do pass away, a
state agent will gladly promote your scam by listing the cause of death as ‘covid’.

NOTICE WAS SERVED
Please see the attached letter, my 1st official Notice to each of you,(copy forwarded to Dept of Justice
to serve as formal Notice of your War Crimes) which you summarily ignored. It serves as Notice to you
all that We, the People know you are each nothing more than War criminals and domestic terrorists
shamefully abusing a public trust for personal and corporate gain in advance of an unspoken but with
each passing day a glaringly obvious political agenda; a coup de'tat against our lawful Government.
Your systems of governance are not dejure as you do not honor the People in your communities as the
sovereigns per the New Mexico Constitution(Article II, Section II of the New Mexico Constitution ALL POLITICAL POWER...IS INHERENT IN THE PEOPLE ALONE. Cited above). Under the
arbitrary and capricious reign of your ‘defacto’ corporation, We are each and all sold your 'services' at
gunpoint while all the while being denied our most fundamental and basic Rights. It is obvious our
Right to Assemble peaceably is being outright denied. Our Right to make a living is being curtailed and
manipulated. Our Right to medical sovereignty is denied by our being compelled to wear a face diaper.
But most importantly is the fundamental right to access our Public Courthouse to conduct the business
of our very own (Common Law)Jural Assembly, an accompanying (People run)Court system and most
importantly, the sovereign right to provide security within our own communities thus afforded to us via
a Militia made up of the local citizenry themselves, complimented of course by a duly appointed and
Constitutionally empowered Sheriff who is charged with the responsibility of keeping the peace.
Instead, we suffer harm and deprivation while being coerced by private security guards calling
themselves ‘law enforcement’. This primary Right is denied us by a matter of policy. We, the People
are effecting a change to that policy. Immediately.
“We, the People are the RIGHTFUL masters of both the Congress AND THE COURTS, not to
overthrow the Constitution but to overthrow the men who would pervert the Constitution.”
Abraham Lincoln
As Taos County Coordinator for the American States' Assembly project, I herein activate my
Right as claimed in the earlier mentioned CLAIM OF RIGHT,(1/20/21) right now to convene a
common law court of record at the Taos County Courthouse facility located at 105 Albright
Street, in town. I call upon my community to support me in doing so. A Common Law court of
record with a properly seated jury of We, the People in Taos will be the only fair path to remedy
the trespasses being committed upon us by our disgraceful oath breaking public servants. The
People of this town are suffering due to your actions and We, the People require direct recourse
for damages and harm being suffered due to your abuse of office. The remedy is to be provided
by us individually and exercised personally by We, the People through our own court, and not
those within your RICO organization currently unlawfully occupying OUR public courthouse.
Those engaged in this fraudulent RICO operation and their support staff are not competent to
investigate and judge these matters as they are the very individuals who are acting in conspicacy
and in bad faith and whose actions are causing the harm to us all. You are directed to surrender
those facilities to us for our use in adjudicating our common law claims therein.

The path i embark on now is to peacefully assemble our common law Jural Assembly to rectify
these injustices, i do this not only for myself but for my entire community. Some, who are cowering in
fear perhaps will misunderstand and even judge me for doing so. Nonetheless, where injustice robs
anyone, it robs all. i cannot stand by and allow your crimes to go unanswered. Your actions are causing
people serious life altering harm and you need to Cease and Desist immediately. With this publicly
posted letter, i seek to inform the local community of your role in the larger coup being played out in
our country. Your willing and eager participation in advancing this false public health emergency in
advance of communism is revealed by your actions. And finally, i seek to empower the local population
to take back control of their destiny from these rogue agents and do it in a manner that is peaceful,
lawful and supported by the Constitution.
We, the People are entitled to prosecute and judge these wrongdoers.
It is our right. It is our heritage. We demand it as a matter of right.

WAR CRIMES ARE HIGH TREASON AND ARE PUNISHABLE BY EXECUTION
Particularly despicable is your use of propaganda 'fear porn' and the terroristic nature of your
misinformed campaign regarding a medical hoax being perpetrated on us all; in short, that wearing a
mask is ‘law’. No statement could be further from the truth. IT is NOT a law. It is an arbitrary dictate
with an ulterior motive, to muzzle us and manufacture our consent to be ruled over by tyrants. As
previously stated, this is a War Crime under the Nuremberg Code, which states clearly that ALL
medical procedures and prescriptions require the individual and informed consent of the patient.
"In NO case should a collective agreement or the consent of a community leader or ANY OTHER
AUTHORITY, SUBSTITUTE FOR AN INDIVIDUAL'S INFORMED CONSENT. “ Article 6,
Section 3, Nuremberg 1945
***Leaders should be aware that mandating masks on the citizens of our town and preventing or
restricting their access to food, healthcare, transport or education if they fail to comply, is a WAR
CRIME. Masks or any other medical intervention must remain voluntary.***
Turns out, this question was decided by the International War Crimes Tribunal in Nuremberg after
WWII. It is already settled law that you are committing a War Crime. I'm not alleging any such thing. I
am merely pointing to the evidence you so arrogantly and willingly posted for us all to see and which
most of the brainwashed population in this town are fearfully complying with. Unnecessarily. In
addition, particularly shameful is your corporately committing the cowardly act of initiating all these
War Crimes upon us employing a closed door "Zoom" session wherein you placed these unlawful
restrictions on us all with NO public input. Your brazen and unabashed tyrannical enforcement of this
War Crime ordinance is particularly despicable. ALL these crimes against humanity have been done in
broad daylight. All done of course under the guise of a false and contrived public health emergency
which is non existent. You are guilty. All of you. You have arrogantly evidenced all your criminality on
the record. The signs which you all posted are evidence which will be used against you all. The
Nuremberg nazi’s were executed. This was the appropriate sentence for their crimes against humanity.
Your crimes are of exactly the same nature.
We, the People DO NOT CONSENT! We, the People will hold you accountable. We promise you.

While I recognize it is entirely possible that some of you or maybe even most of you believe there is
actually a pandemic going on due to the misinformation and trauma based propaganda campaign being
broadcast over the airwaves by a compliant and equally complicit agenda driven mainstream media.
Listen carefully. There is no pandemic and there never was. The 'science' has now caught up with the
scam and daily, more evidence of this fraud is being made available. I need not waste my time citing
statistics; near 100 percent recovery rates from this common flu, lack of any notable increase in
overall mortality worldwide, the ineffectiveness of masks and how it is now being proven through
scientific peer reviewed studies that the use of the masks actually INCREASE the exposure and risk
of illness, making the enforcement of the same particularly evil and despicable an act of cowardice on
your part. Not to mention, the various known cures and therapeutics or the utter ineffectiveness of lock
downs. Any honest individual can easily seek these facts out. Such facts are of no concern nor interest
to you all. Power and agenda are all you are motivated by. I am committed to exposing your actions
and your motives.
The lot of you are unfit to serve our community. A free People demand better than all of you.
COMMON LAW, (based on the principles of Natural Law) IS SUPERIOR TO YOUR QUASI JUDICIAL
‘DeFacto’ courts of non disclosed and coerced commercial transactions.

Regardless of whether or not there is a pandemic or public health emergency at present, the simple fact
remains that NO MAN OR WOMAN can make any 'law' that infringes upon our Natural Rights.
Period. The only question is whether or not We, the People will resist your tyrannical power grabs
being made in such a disgustingly vile and deceitful manner. I know I will resist.
“Where Rights guaranteed by the Constitution are involved, no rule making or legislative process may
abrogate them.” Miranda v. Arizona 384 U.S. 436 (1966)
It is with this firm resolve that i:man inform you that i and my fellow American Nationals in this town
will be commencing upon a campaign to inform businesses and residents alike that none of our public
servants actually possess the right to fine them or close them down or to in any way whatsoever restrict
their commerce nor to command them under threat of fine and potential business closure to be your
'enforcer' of a War Crime Statute of restricting air flow and disguising our identities(i.e. wearing a face
diaper in public). They have a right to be informed of the truth being withheld from them and replaced
with a fear based propaganda campaign designed to frighten them into submission.
Further, as already claimed; we will be seeking to utilize the public courthouse to convene our own
common law courts of We, the People for the purpose of publicly trying and convicting each of you for
your crimes against us all. These are OUR courts, not yours. They belong to all of us and we will utilize
them to bring about a peaceful return to a government 'of the People, by the People and for the People.'
the dejure government guaranteed to us by the Constitution, Article IV, Section IV. You are herein
noticed that we are talking back Our Courts. This is our most sacred right which has been denied us by
a foreign legal society called the BAR. We are guaranteed this Right under the Constitution, and it is
referenced particularly in Amendment 7 to that Constitution; otherwise known as the Bill of Rights.

"In Suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury
shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise re-examined in any Court of the United States,
than according to the rules of the common law."
7th Amendment, Bill of Rights 1791

It is self evident that if the document referred to as the "Supreme Law of the Land" in the New Mexico
Constitution(Article 1) refers to 'common law' courts, then they simply must be afforded to us, as the
Constitution of the United States both requires they be afforded and guarantees us access to common
law courts in which to adjudicate justice in our communities. As Americans, We, the People also have a
right to make a living and pursue happiness. We have a right to breathe the free air while we do so.
Further, in Ex Parte Milligan (cited earlier) the U.S. Supreme Court established that when such
common law courts are established, ALL inferior courts,(i.e. your defacto nisi prius admiralty maritime
courts) of limited jurisdiction; these despicable ‘for profit’ RICO operations merely calling themselves
‘courts’ are to stand down and cede supremacy to the common law courts of We, the People. This is our
heritage. We, the People are reclaiming it.
The true purpose of this political agenda your actions are evidencing is to unseat a duly elected
President and to overthrow our Constitutionally guaranteed(Art IV, Section IV) republican(self
governing) institutions replacing them with a top down human rights violating form of socialism
leading to full blown communism where individual rights are sacrificed for the common good.
"We're all in this together." is the antithesis of every principal of individual freedom our Nation was
founded upon. History is replete with examples proving that those who sacrifice liberty for security end
up with neither. The existence of these mandates in violation of the Constitution is clear enough
evidence of your participating in a coup, which seeks to replace our existing Constitution with a
socialist government. We say No, thank you. You can keep your collectivist garbage. We'll keep our
individual rights and freedoms. Further, We the People will seek justice for your crimes against We, the
People.
You are herein noticed that We, the People are done adhering to tyrannical and lawfully unsupportable
attempts to restrict our movement, infringements upon our rights to life, liberty and pursuit of
happiness and that your willingness to engage in terrorism(the use of the threat of force and violence in
support of a political agenda) will not be tolerated anymore.
GOVERN YOURSELVES ACCORDINGLY

"Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will. Find out just what any
people will quietly submit to and you have found out the exact measure of injustice and wrong which
will be imposed upon them, and these will continue till they are resisted with either words or blows, or
with both."
Frederick Douglas (Former slave. American abolitionist)

